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The DNA consists of a sequences
of bases A,C,G, and T, we will label the four bases
by


1,2,3
and
4
respectively.
Let
denote
the
bases
that
occurs
at
the
position




at time . The substitution
process 
can be described by the transition
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Consider the case when we
have two sequences,
suppose that we have two independent sequences of nucleotide having the

same base length , and derived from a common ancestor
by independent mutation for each
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site, each described by a Markov process;that
is
are two
independent Markov
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process coming from a common ancestor
. Define :
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: "$# is the probability that for a given site, the first and second sequences
where
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having% the position
and at that site. We can write A depending on the transition matrices
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where AED is the probability of the initial frequency for the bases. This
as A
can generalized to several sequences. The sequences (taxa) are then arranged in an evolutionary
tree (or plylogenetic tree) depicting how taxa diverge from a common ancestor (root). The
evolutionary tree is a directed graph showing the relationship between a group of taxa and their
hypothetical common ancestors. The root of the tree is a common ancestor of all the taxa, the
other nodes are either the contemporary taxa at the tips of the tree or speciation events (internal
nodes) from which two new taxa bifurcate. The simplest plylogenetic tree consist of two taxa,
the length of each leaf represent the evolutionary time . Estimation in such models involves
many parameters. Early attempts of estimation used extremely simplified models which did
not fit the data. We propose tests of homogeneity in some parts of the tree, depending on the
results of these tests we propose models appropriate for the data and for which, estimation of the
parameters is feasible. We discuss the case of estimation of a five edge tree first on simulated
data and we apply the method to real data to estimate the real parameters.
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